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What Patient Safety Challenge does your Commitment address?
Challenge 1 - Culture of safety

How Many Hospitals Will This Commitment Represent

Patient Safety Movement Foundation | patientsafetymovement.org
Action Plan
Dubai Healthcare City Authority (DHCA), beginning October 7th, 2017 is committing to advance a "Culture of Safety" amongst healthcare systems in the Middle East. DHCA is taking a leadership role by inaugurating the Middle East Patient Safety Movement. The goals of this movement are to: a) Provide a collaborative forum that unites existing patient safety activities in the Middle East. b) Engage with regional stakeholders to identify patient safety challenges in the Middle East with a focus on solutions and solution development/improvement, deploying currently Patient Safety Movement Foundation APSS specific to the Middle East. c) Bring into effective action a unified methodology to identify baseline data that will measure patient safety implementations and its impact on lived saved and/or harm avoided.

Commitment Timeline
1) October 2017- Launch Middle East Patient Safety Movement 2) November 2017- Host first Middle East Patient Safety Movement Roundtable with stakeholders throughout the Middle East with a goal of establishing a steering committee, thereafter to agree upon the fundamentals of building and growing the Middle East Patient Safety Movement in the region 3) January 2018- Begin reviewing and implement the Patient Safety Movement Foundation APSS in DHCA and promote within the region 4) February 2018- Middle East Patient Safety Movement Symposium - Three hour patient safety symposium to provide first opportunity for broad engagement of interested stakeholders - Meeting followed by steering committee meeting to formalize plans for Oct 2018 Summit - Identify the 0X2020 goal for the Middle East - Begin deploying APSS and completing new commitments by hospitals and by APSS 5) October 2018- Middle East Patient Safety Movement Summit - One day Summit in the Middle East featuring first Middle East commitments and progress updates, along with international panels 6) February 2019- Middle East Patient Safety Movement Steering Committee Planning Meeting 7) 2nd Annual Middle East Patient Safety Movement Summit - Goal to transition Middle East Patient Safety Movement to move to new "leader" in the Middle East to carry the Movement for the next two years

Impact Details

Lives Lost in Last Calendar Year
0

How many lives do you expect to spare from harm in the next calendar year?
0

How many lives do you expect to save in the next calendar year?
300
Methodology for Determining Lives Saved